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Abstract— Mobile WiMAX is a wireless technology that is 

support by IEEE802.16e for broadband wireless access. In 

wireless communication system, mobility is the vital feature. 

Due to mobility, there is the need of handover. Handover 

occurs when a mobile station (MS) move about from a 

serving base station (SBS) to another base station (BS). 

Hard handover is defined as obligatory and the soft 

handover is not obligatory. There is delay in mobile 

communication because data transmission should suspend. 

Due to handover delay, there is severe degradation in system 

performance when implemented in real-time applications 

like VoIP. The existing standard considers only the received 

signal strength that decides when handover occur. Though, 

there is velocity factor that has an important influence on 

handover initiation as well and cannot be neglected. To 

handle these types of issues, this article suggests a velocity-

adaptive handover scheme. This scheme adopts dynamic 

handover threshold according to different velocity that 

shrink handover delay and boost the network resource 

utilization.  The simulation outcome and performance 

analysis validate the efficiency of the proposed scheme..The 

proposed scenario has been implemented using Qualnet 

network simulator and results shows that the proposed 

mechanism that reduce handover delay. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 

Access) is a current standard that is based on the IEEE 

802.16 group of Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Access 

Networks) standards [1][2].The coverage range of WiMAX 

is about 50km in case of fixed stations and 5-15  km for 

mobile stations. Wimax provides the data rates up to 

75Mbps [3]. Wimax is marvellous technology that supports  

high data rates, multiple handoff mechanisms, high sector 

throughput, power-saving mechanisms for mobile devices, 

Advanced Quality of services and low latency to support 

real time operations. It also support AAA functionality such 

as advanced authorization, authentication and accounting 

[4]. 

 IEEE 802.16e describes the handover scheme for 

mobile WiMAX. Handover refers to the process in which 

transferring of ongoing call or data transfer from one serving 

base station connected to the core network to the another 

base station.[8]. As per IEEE 802.16e standard, there are 

three types of handover: hard handover (HHO), fast base 

station switching (FBSS) and macro diversity handover 

(MDHO). In mobile WiMAX hard handover is compulsory 

and soft handover (MDHO and FBSS) is non compulsory. 

In hard handover process, it adopt the 'break -before-make’ 

scheme. It break the connection with the current serving 

base station before establish the new connection with the 

new target base station. It causes large handover delay, 

exclusively in the case when mobile station has high 

velocity. MDHO and FBSS come under the category of soft 

handover. In MDHO and FBSS method of handover, mobile 

station maintains communication with several base stations 

concurrently. Both MDHO and FBSS can follow the 'make -

before-break' scheme that is mobile station make the new 

connection with the target base station before break the 

connection with the old base station, ensure the 

enhancement in link quality and maintain better 

performance for users. In MDHO and FBSS scheme, list of 

all the base station is maintained which is known as 

'Diversity set'. Base station and mobile station maintain the 

diversity set. In MDHO, mobile station only communicate 

with more than one base station whereas in FBSS mobile 

station communicate with only one base station from the list 

of base station mentioned in the Diversity set[9]. As the 

mobile station and the current serving base station both 

monitor or alter the diversity set regularly, so these schemes 

require more capacity and numerous channels which lead to 

wastage of wireless resources. 

 In this paper, a velocity adaptive handover scheme 

is proposed in order to reduce the handover delay and 

wastage of network resources. To measure the signal quality 

in mobile WiMAX received signal strength indicator (RSSI) 

is used. There are two significant aspects when to initiate 

handover are RSSI and mobile station mobility. In order to 

reduce the handover delay scanning time should be trim 

down. In the proposed technique, threshold value is varying 

among the mobile station velocity and reduces the period 

between received signal strength scan and threshold 

handover to decrease the handover delay. 

II. VELOCITY-ADAPTIVE HANDOVER SCHEME 

In this paper, we suggest the velocity-adaptive hand-

over scheme. The Mobile WiMAX specification 

defines the procedures throughout the HO, but does not 

contain the HO decision. MS makes the HO decision 

according to signal quality that can be calculated by the 

RSSI. Figure 1  shows a simple case involving two 

BSs and an MS moving away from base station A 

(serving BS) toward base station B (target BS). The 

Thhandover represents the HO threshold and Thdrop is 

the point below which the quality of the link 

becomes intolerable, and will lead to too much packet 

loss and the session being dropped. The hysteresis value 

(∆H) is used to eliminate thrashing effect. The 

scheme is that the MS choose those BSs that 

have high RSSI value which results in a better link-

level communication with the target BS and a lower 

bit error rate. However, HO procedures are initiated 

when the RSSI drops below the Thhandover  Eq. (1). Also, 

HO is executed only if there is another BS for which 

the RSSI is at least ∆H higher than Thdrop Eq. (2). 

These can be described as follows: 

RSSIcur < Thhandover                                   (1) 

RSSIcandidate >Thdrop + ΔH                         (2) 
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Fig. 1: Handover Decision Based on RSSI 

 When the MS moves in a high velocity, the 

network channel information will vary frequently, so 

that some unnecessary stages must be performed, this 

makes severe degradation in system performance like 

network resource waste and HO delay. Form Eq. (1) and 

Eq. (2), it can be known that if the Thhandover is set 

higher, the frequency of HO initiated will be higher, thus 

the network channel information can be acquired 

quickly .Which means that the probability of 

pre-obtained information used in the HO process 

(cell reselection and synchronization to target BS 

downlink) will be improved. So it can decrease the HO 

delay. However, the frequently performing HO causes a 

great wireless network resource waste. If the Thhandover is 

set lower, the HO frequency becomes lower. Since the pre-

obtained information do not update with the changes 

of channel condition, the neighbouring BSs 

scanning and contention-based ranging operation must 

be performed. Therefore, the HO delay will be longer, 

but the wireless channel resource is consumed less. If 

the Thhandover maintains a stable value regardless of 

the velocity, for a high Thhandover, the wireless 

channel resource waste will increase in the low 

velocity condition, and for a low Thhandover, the HO 

delay will increase in the high velocity condition. 

 To keep the balance of the two cope and facets 

with HO delay and wireless channel resource waste 

problems, we propose the velocity-adaptive handover 

scheme. The scheme changes the HO threshold by 

dynamically adapting the Thhandover value based on 

velocity. It can be analyzed as follows: 

THhandover   =  THdrop + ΔH                      (3) 

 According to the analysis above, ∆H should 

become larger with the velocity increase. In the 

stationary state (v=0), the network channel topology 

information keeps constant, and the HO delay is least, 

to avoid the unnecessary network waste, the Thhandover 

should be set as low as possible, so it might be the same 

value of the Thdrop, thus the ∆H=0(when v=0). In the 

highest velocity situation (v tends to infinity), the 

network channel topology information changes so 

quickly that the improvement of the Thhandover have 

nearly no effect on the handover delay, for some 

unnecessary stages must be performed. Therefore 

the ∆H will maintain a nearly constant value when in a 

very high velocity. In other situation, the ∆H 

would be set larger with the velocity becomes 

higher. Consecutively to reflect this dynamic character, 

an influence factor r is proposed, that is the index 

associated with threshold value and velocity. 

ΔH  =  r . Thdrop  (4)  

r = log2(v+1) (5) 

Where v is the velocity of the MS. 

Applying Eq. (1), (2) and (3), the initial HO 

threshold 

Thhandover is given by: 

Thhandover = Thdrop(1+log2(v+1))                            (6)  

 From the Eq. (6), we can acquire that the 

Thhandover can be set dissimilar value according to 

the different velocity of the MS. When the MS moves in 

a higher velocity, the Thhandover is set higher, and as a 

result the HO delay is reduced. When the MS moves 

in a low velocity, the Thhandover is set lower. Since 

the unnecessary HO is reduced and the wireless 

channel resource waste becomes little. 

III. HANDOVER PROCESS IN QUALNET 

HO consists of two phases, network topology acquisition 

and actual HO process. It is necessary for BS to transmit a 

MOB_NBR-ADV message at a given interval in order to 

determine characteristics of surrounding BS’s. All 

neighbouring information is specified in Qualnet 

configuration file. When the HO criteria is met, 

MOB_MSHO-REQ is sent by the MS to the serving BS. 

After receiving the HO-RSP by the MS, it selects target BS 

and sends a MOB_HO-IND message to the serving BS. 

Using ranging message the MS starts normal re-entry 

procedure with new target BS. 

 

Fig. 2:  Handover process in Qualnet 
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IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

To explore the performance of mobile WiMAX, Qualnet 

network simulator 4.5 is used.  To measure the performance 

few parameters are set. Some of the parameters are fixed 

and some are variable. These are the parameter that is to be 

fixing, like the coverage area, Distance between two base 

stations, channel bandwidth, transmit power and operating 

frequency. Velocity, Threshold HO-RSS-TRIGGER and 

NEIGHBOR-SCAN- TRIGGER are variable parameters 

during handover process. 

Simulation Parameters Value 

Type of Handover HHO 

Propagation model Two-Ray 

Mobility mode Enable 

Number of Moving MS one 

Number of BS two 

Default HO-RSS-TRIGGER db 

Default RSS-SCAN-TRIGGER 5db 

Drop-threshold 2db 

HO RSS MARGIN 1db 

Channel bandwidth 20MHz 

Frequency 2.4GHz 

Step of simulation 1 m/s 

Speed range 40 m/s 

CBR 1.2Mbps 

FFT size 2048 

Table 1: Simulation Parameters 

 In the qualnet simulation procedure, MS speed is 

varied from 1m/s to 40 m/s with 1m/s step. In the simulation 

process, the speed of MS is varied from 1m/s to 40m/s with 

1m/s step. Propagation model is set as Two-Ray model in 

Qualnet. As velocity varies, but threshold value is keep 

constant (handover threshold 4db and drop threshold is 2db) 

in the case constant threshold handover scheme. Velocity 

adaptive scheme take on different threshold value as 

velocity varies. The Simulation result of both scheme depict 

in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3: Handover Delay with Different Velocity 

 It is evaluate that when the speed of mobile station 

is quite low below 20 m/s then there is less influence while 

implementing the purpose scheme. After implementing the 

Purpose scheme, if the mobile station is moving with speed 

higher than 20m/s then the handover delay is wholly 

reduced. In constant threshold handover scheme the 

handover delay stay on less than 50ms until the velocity is 

increase up to 20m/s.  As the velocity increasing , the 

handover delay is also increasing up to 150 ms. However, in 

case of  velocity adaptive handover scheme the handover 

delay remain less than 50ms  limit until unless  the velocity 

rises up to 128 m/s. Thereafter, the delay enlarges up to 

82ms when the mobile station is moving with velocity at 

40m/s. So in our proposed scheme, the handover delay 

greatly reduces as contrast with the handover based on 

constant threshold. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this proposed work, the study of hard handover with 

velocity adaptive mechanism in the Mobile-WiMAX 

network has been presented. Since the Velocity has a bad 

effect on the HO performance, our scheme is proposed, the 

threshold handover is set variably according to the mobile 

station mobility. The results confirm that when the speed 

vary from 20m/s to 29m/s then the handover delay is less 

than 50 ms but when the speed go beyond 29 m/s then the 

handover delay greatly reduced 82 ms as compare to 

constant threshold handover scheme. Thus, handover 

scheme can offer seamless communication for Mobile 

WiMAX in high velocity and real time applications. 
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